
Project Goal: To create a novel means to confer 
neuroscience knowledge at the earliest stage of student 
education. We hope that such early exposure will foster a long 
term desire to acquire neuroscience knowledge and a better 
appreciation of the complexity and fragility of the brain and 
nervous system
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Future Directions: In the future, the adolescent 
player will modulate additional chemicals and hormones 
and experience detailed linking of neurotransmitters to 
sub-components of the brain to win the game. 

Game mechanics will emphasize decision making and 
challenges equivalent to those they face in the external 
world (e.g., food choices, substance use, peer bonding, 
stress, and anxiety). 

As the play progresses, the game builds a sufficiently 
robust brain image and neuroscience understanding for 
the learner to appreciate and utilize new research 
findings as neuroscientists further unravel the mystery 
of the brain.
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Problem: Research is rapidly unfolding the mysteries of 
the central nervous system. Unfortunately, elementary, 
middle, and high school students achieve minimal 
neuroscience understanding beyond simple discussions of 
the senses and neuronal communication. 

Although valuable, school visits by neuroscientists, teacher 
training in neuroscience, physical models, 2D diagrams, 
animations, and video are insufficient to confer a full 
understanding of neurobiology. 

At the same time, today's youth make critical decisions 
impacting their brain and health - including the foods they 
eat and their use or rejection of alcohol, cannabis, and 
other psychoactive substances. A robust model of brain 
functioning could guide these decisions and instill healthy 
behavior.

Educational Intervention:  In our immersive 
Headset-based PlayStation VR game, we are taking 
neuroscience education directly to the student as they 
play a game where they navigate inside a 3D brain. 

Game players will utilize today's virtual reality technology 
to identify brain structures including components that 
connect: senses with perception, planning with muscle or 
cognitive action, and memory with emotions. 

In the game they will interact with chemical messengers 
affecting brain functioning and behaviors such as reward 
seeking and hunger. For example, the player might 
reduce the impact of some chemicals (cortisol, ghrelin), 
attract and enhances the positive effect of helpful 
chemicals (oxytocin), and repel others that may hijack the 
reward system (opioids).

Educational Goal: In the process of the educational experience, the student 
● builds an understanding of brain structures,
● identifies neurotransmitters, 
● experiences the impact of those chemicals on different areas of the brain, and 
● sees the importance of active participation in brain processes to assure whole-body 
health. 
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